Rio Salado Vizasla Club Rescue Application
www.RSVC.net
mccarthy.valeriek@gmail.com
117724 W Stella Ln
Waddell, AZ 85355
Date: __________________________
Referred by: __________________________________
Applicant(s): (a)______________________________ (b) _________________________________
Occupation: (a) __________________________________________________________________
(b) __________________________________________________________________
Age:
(a) _____________________________ (b) __________________________________
Work Hours: (a) _____________________________ (b) __________________________________
Who will be responsible party for the dog and registered owner? _____________________________
Address:

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Phone:
_____________________________________________________________________
Email:
_____________________________________________________________________
Do you own or rent? ________________________________________________________________
If renting, please provide landlord name and phone number, covenants or restrictions. Please provide a copy of
lease clause permitting pets.
Any changes expected in the next two years? ____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
If moving, when and where? _________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Ages of children in the home: ________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Ages of children who visit frequently: __________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Does anyone in the household have allergies to pets? Y
N
How did you hear about Rio Salado Vizsla Club Rescue?

What consideration has been given to purchasing a vizsla puppy from a breeder?

What contacts have been made with breeders or other rescue volunteers in search for a vizsla?
What other breeds have you been contemplating, and for what reasons?
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Why do you want to rescue a vizsla?
Do you currently own a vizsla? Y N
Have you owned a vizsla before? Y
N
Do you have a yard? Y
N
Pool? Y
N
Dog door? Y
N
How will the vizsla be exercised?

Lot size: _________________________________________
If yes, Fenced? Y
N

Fencing? Y
N
Description: __________________________________________________
Height: ________________________
Is it secure and solid? Y
N
What types of gates? _____________________________________________________________
Can children open the gates? _______________________________________________________
Are you willing to make improvements? ______________________________________________
Do neighbors have dogs? __________________________________________________________
Where will the dog be when you are home?
Where will the dog be when you are gone?
How many hours per day will your dog be home alone?
Where will your dog sleep?
What is your knowledge of the breed?
What expectations or concerns do you have about adopting a rescue?
What are you thoughts on behavioral issues and discipline with a rescue vizsla?
Have you considered the activity level of a vizsla?
Do you have the lifestyle and energy for this breed?
Describe your typical weekday:
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Describe your typical weekend:
What kind of training and activities will you provide for this vizsla?
Preferred sex wanted? ________________ Flexible? ________________________
Preferred age desired? ________________ Flexible? ________________________
Other preferred qualities? _________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Willing to have a mixed vizsla? ____________________________________________________
Are you willing to consider providing a home to an older vizsla? __________________________
What are your current pets? Please list type, sex and if spayed/neutered.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Where did you get your pets? ______________________________________________________
How long have you had them? _____________________________________________________
Do you have any complaints/challenges with your other pets? ____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
If you have any other dogs, do you consider them to be aggressive or submissive to people and to other
animals? _______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Please list two references that we may contact:
Name:
____________________________________________________
Address:
____________________________________________________
Phone:
____________________________________________________
Email:
____________________________________________________
How do you know them? ___________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Name:
____________________________________________________
Address:
____________________________________________________
Phone:
____________________________________________________
Email:
____________________________________________________
How do you know them? ___________________________________________
____________________________________________________
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